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Management
Monitoring

Plate Boundaries: there are four main boundary types: Destructive
and Collision (both convergent), Conservative (transform), and
Constructive (divergent).
Remember your hand movements – it helps!
At Destructive boundaries plates move towards each other – oceanic
crust subducts beneath continental and is destroyed. An oceanic
trench is formed and the build-up, and release of pressure causes EQs
(many in the Benioff zone). The melting oceanic plate creates gas-rich
magma which pushes up through the continental plate to create steep,
composite volcanoes which erupt violently. Example: Chile, South
America
Collision boundaries have two continental plates which collide. When
this takes place neither subduct, instead the crust crumples to form
fold mountains. Powerful earthquakes occur during this uplift.
Example: Himalayas, Asia
Conservative boundaries have plates moving in opposite directions (or
same direction at different speeds). Here friction creates the build-up
and release of pressure leading to EQs. No volcanoes here as no
magma. Example: San Andreas Fault, California, USA.
Constructive boundaries construct new land! Here plates move apart
and magma pushes through – creating volcanoes and mild EQs. The
magma is hot and runny so creates wide and flat shield volcanoes.
Example: Iceland, mid-Atlantic Ridge.
Also: Volcanoes can happen within plates (eg not at plate boundaries)
at Hotspots – Hawaii and Yellowstone are good examples. EQs can also
happen along faults in plate boundaries or where humans build megadams and reservoirs which press down on the earth.

Earthquakes

Easy to monitor Vols. Satellites
monitor heat changes.
Seismometers monitor EQ activity.
Lasers can monitor ground
movement.

EQs much harder to monitor.
Possible to monitor miniquakes, ground shape changes
and groundwater movements
BUT these don’t always
indicate an EQ event!

Prediction

Close monitoring (see above) now
enables good, accurate prediction of
eruptions eg Iceland 2010.

Accurate prediction is virtually
impossible. Historical events
can indicate where they may
happen but not when.

Protection

Not easy to protect against the big
impacts (lahars, lava, pyroclastic
flow) but shelters can be built for
lava bombs. Diversion channels and
embankments have been built to
divert lava flows (Italy) and in
Iceland seawater has been used to
cool lava and divert the flow.

EQ drills have proved useful so
people know what to do. EQ
resistant buildings have been
developed including crossbracing, dampers and base
isolation. These are expensive
but work well.

Planning
Tectonic Plates: crust is split into tectonic plates – oceanic crust
(dense, thin & young) or continental crust (less dense, thick & old).
These plates move (continental drift) due to convection currents in
the mantle dragging the plates AND/OR slab pull due to gravity.
Earthquakes: sudden, violent period of
ground shaking. Most occur around plate
boundaries (not all). Plates move and
pressure builds due to friction. The EQ is
the release of that pressure.
Volcanoes: Large, cone (sticky lava) or
dome (runny lava) shaped landforms made
up of layers of magma (lava on surface).
Most occur along plate boundaries (midAtlantic Ridge or Pacific Ring of Fire) where
magma finds a way through the crust.
However, some can occur within a plate –
eg Hawaii or Yellowstone.

Background

Volcanoes

Primary Impacts

Risk assessment and hazard planning is possible to identify where to
evacuate to and where not to build on. Ensuring emergency services
know how to react and what to do (contingency plans). Having
money/resources available to aid with recovery. In poorer countries,
having good links to overseas governments for aid is helpful

Living with the risk: Why do people live close to tectonic hazards?
§ No option for poorer people
Living with the risk: Iceland
§ Be close to family
Iceland along Mid-Atlantic Ridge and has big eruptions every 5 years
§ Chance of happening is rare
Awareness/monitoring reduces risk
§ Hazard perception – no great threat?!
Tectonic activity creates many benefits:
§ EQ resistant buildings
• Geothermal power/electricity creates 25% of electricity (rest is from HEP)
§ Good monitoring – evacuation plans
• Hot water for 90% of homes/hospitals and other public buildings
§ Historical trading area/port
• Volcanic rocks used in construction
§ Rich and fertile volcanic soils
• Amazing scenery/landforms support and huge and vital tourism industry.
§ Geothermal energy where crust is thin
• Jobs are created in power, tourism, mining – vital for Iceland’s prosperity.
§ Tourism opportunities
§ Mineral and metal resources

Secondary Impacts

Chile:
February
2010

Reasonably wealthy. Nazca
plate subducts beneath the S
American plate. Magnitude 8.8
and shallow focus (35km)

500 deaths, 12,000 injured, 800,000
affected. Buildings and infrastructure
devastated. Power/water/comms cut.
Cost $30billion damage.

Communities cut off. Tsunami
affected coastal towns. Chemical
plant fire forced evacuations.

Nepal:
April
2015

Quite a poor country. IndoAustralian plate collides with
Eurasian plate. Magnitude 7.9
and very shallow focus (15km)

9000 deaths, 20,000 injured, 8,000,000
affected. Destruction of buildings and
infrastructure.
Power/water/sanitation/comms cut.

Landslides cut off communities.
Avalanches killed 19 people.
Flooding was common as
landslides blocked rivers.

Immediate Responses

Rapid response with search and rescue. Roads
repaired within 21hrs. Power/water restored inside 10
days. National appeal generated $60million.
Emergency shelters constructed. Well-prepared
emergency services could act fast.
Relied on overseas aid which took time. Used
helicopters provided by overseas
charities/governments. 300,000 people migrated to
Kathmandu (capital). Search and rescue not present
or slow to react. Government was not prepared.

Long-term Responses

Stong economy reduced the need for foreign aid.
Government had a plan to help 200,000 homes. Full
recovery in four years. Contingency plans in place for
future. Building laws to ensure EQ-resistant policies.
Overseas aid helped to repair roads and clear landslides
over time. International conference to seek help and
financial support. Big shortages of products including
medicine, fuel and building materials slowed progress.
Starting to educate people on how to prepare/react.
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Tropical Storms (hurricanes, typhoons, cyclones)

Global Circulation Model (GCM) (focus on N hemisphere
(southern is a mirror image!)): Three cells – Hadley/Ferrell/Polar.
Sinking air = high pressure = clear cloudless skies (desert??)
Rising air = low pressure = rainfall/warm (tropical rainforest)
UK is at the top end of the Ferrell cell – lateral air – windy
All driven by the energy from the sun.
GCM transfers heat from equator to the poles.

Where: they form 5o-15o north (and south) of the equator.
Why: Warm oceans – 26/27oC+ water temperatures.
Not along the equator because no Coriolis effect to spin it.

UK weather hazards:

Weather is the day to day condition of the atmosphere (eg rain/wind/temp). Climate
is the average weather for a region (>30 year average). Extreme weather is that
which is outside normal expectations/more severe/threatens property or life.
The UK is located at a ‘roundabout’ of air masses which brings very changeable and
varied weather. These weather types include: thunderstorms, prolonged
rainfall/floods, intense rainfall/flash floods, drought and heatwaves, heavy snow,
extreme cold, strong winds/storms.
Is the UK weather becoming more extreme? The answer is probably yes, but one event
doesn’t make a trend. Several events are needed to prove this: 2003 Heatwave > 2007
Flooding > 2008 Floods > 2009 Heavy Snow > 2009 Floods > 2010 Snow & Cold Snap >
2013/14 Flooding > 2015/16 Flooding. These events show that there IS a trend.

Somerset Floods:
The Somerset Levels is a low-lying area of land in SW England. In 2014 they suffered huge floods.
SEE Impacts:
Responses – Immediate/Long-term:
Causes:
- Record rainfall in Jan/Feb
which saturated the soil so
more rain = huge runoff
- High tides swept seawater UP
the rivers – stopping the flow
- Rivers were clogged with
sediment and had not been
dredged for 20 years

- 600 houses/16 farms evacuated
- Villages cut off (work/school/shops)
- £10 million damage
- Power, water, roads, rail affected
- Floodwater contaminated with
sewage, oil and chemicals
- Businesses badly affected (££)
- Huge clean up required over months

Global Warming Futures…

Global warming may lead to more extreme
weather because: a) more energy could lead to
more intense storms and b) atmospheric
circulation (GCM) may be affected bringing floods
to dry areas/heatwaves to cooler areas.

UK Weather Getting ‘Stuck’

The Jet Stream may stay in one position for longer
which means that our weather may get ‘stuck’.
Creating longer periods of hot/cold or wet/dry
weather. This would contribute to more extreme
weather in the UK.

I - People evacuated / farm animals moved
I - Community groups worked together
I - Temporary accommodation for people
L - £20million Flood Action Plan set up
L – 8km of rivers dredged to improve discharge
L – Roads raised up so no longer get flooded
L – Levees installed and pumping stations
L – Suggested tidal barrage by 2024

Reducing the effects of tropical storms (MPPP):

Monitoring and Prediction: Good monitoring, tracking and prediction is
possible using technology such as satellites for current info and historical
records to predict where, when and how big the storm will be.
Protection: Buildings using reinforced walls and roofs, window shutters (like
EQ-resistant design) and storm shelters for use by the community. Raising
buildings up to avoid flooding and using steel reinforced concrete helps.
Planning: being prepared is the key. Having a contingency plan in place so
government, hospitals, utilities etc are prepared and know what to do.
Education schemes (eg schools and social media) also inform people how
to act and what to do/where to go.

Tropical Storms and Climate Change:

How?:
Start as thunderstorm in Africa.
Rising air draws air in from the base.
Storm moves off the land and over warm (27oC+)
ocean. Warm air rises, cools and condenses.
Condensing air powers the storm.
Coriolis effect starts the storm spinning.
The weather system is 300 miles wide and spinning
in an anti-clockwise direction.
Central ’calm’ eye starts to form (sinking air).
The eye walls are the most violent part – rapidly
rising, high windspeeds and torrential rainfall.
The storm gets stronger and stronger as it is fed by
the warm tropical waters.
High rainfall and windspeeds are the main threat
but low pressure, strong winds and high tides may
cause a storm surge – leading to coastal flooding.
On reaching land or moving into cooler waters, the
storm loses its energy source and decays.

Weather and Structure of a tropical storm

Warming oceans will have an impact on tropical storms
In future the storms may extend further north (and south)
Future storms may become more powerful and intense
Atlantic hurricanes have already shown an increase in
intensity in the last 20 years.
Six of the ten most active tropical storm years have
occurred since the year 2000.
The frequency of tropical storms appear to be increasing.
These are early trends and more evidence is needed in
order to be conclusive.

Case Study: Typhoon Haiyan

November 2013 – it was a category 5 storm (Saffir-Simpson Scale (1-5)).
Winds of up to 275km/h were recorded creating waves of over 15m high!
One of the strongest storms ever recorded.
6,330 people died. 220,000 people left homeless. 600,000 displaced.
Storm surge struck the coast – similar effects to a tsunami.
Flooding affected communications including road/rail/communications.
Water and food shortages occurred.
Panic, violence and looting broke out.
Immediate and longer-term responses
were used to help recovery.

Paper 1 – physical – Weather hazards
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Climate Change Key Facts:

Evidence of Current Climate Change

Climate Change is nothing new! The climate has changed throughout geological time and
for as long as we have data for – over 800,000 years! Cold periods are glacials and warm
periods are interglacials. Oxygen/water trapped in ice/sediment cores tell us about this.

Causes of natural climate change:

Shrinking Glaciers and Melting Ice
Rapid loss of mountain glaciers and ice sheet/cap mass. Alpine
glaciers and Greenland/Antarctic ice sheets show huge losses
Rising Sea Levels
Ice melt and thermal expansion leads to rising levels. Lowlying areas are already being flooded eg Maldives/Bangladesh
Changes to the Seasons
Tree flowering and bird migration is changing. Birds nesting
earlier. Three line moving further north. Seasons shifting.
Extreme Weather?
Still under debate but warmer oceans means increase in the
frequency and intensity of storms/rain/drought.

Most evidence showed a cooling trend for over 5 million years but recent recent climate
change shows a rapidly warming trend (thought to be due to human activity).
Natural climate change is caused by orbital changes, solar output and volcanic activity
Evidence for recent climate change includes ice loss, rising sea levels & changes to seasons

The Natural Greenhouse Effect: This is a natural process and is a GOOD THING. The

greenhouse effect keeps Earth naturally warm to support life. Without it the Earth would be
(on average) 19oC colder and life would not exist as it does without the natural greenhouse
effect.
It works like a glass greenhouse because:
- Greenhouse gases (GG) (eg water vapour, carbon dioxide, methane and nitrous oxides)
trap heat that would otherwise be lost to space.
- The sun’s energy is converted into heat and the greenhouse gases (GG) trap the heat
which warms the atmosphere.

1. Orbital Changes (Milankovitch Cycles) basically depending on how close
the earth is to the sun leads to climate change. Eccentricity is the elliptical
orbit of Earth around the sun (100k yr cycle). Axial Tilt is where the Earth tilts
back and forth over a 41k yr cycle. Precession is the wobble of the earth on
it’s axis over a 26k yr cycle. These three orbital changes move the Earth (or a
hemisphere) closer (warmer) or away from (cooler) the sun!
2. Solar Output The amount of energy give off by the sun changes over time
and this affects us on Earth. Sunspots give out more energy so the Earth gets
warmer, These come and go over an (shorter) 11 year cycle!
3. Volcanic Activity (or Asteroid impact) Volcanoes can create a short-term
warming because of the greenhouse gases (CO2, water vapour, etc) emitted
in an eruption. However, more common is a global cooling as ash blocks out
energy from the sun. Also, sulphur dioxide creates acid rain which also
reflects the suns energy making it even cooler. Asteroids can create a cooling
because (like volcanoes) of the dust created during an impact.

The Enhanced Greenhouse Effect: This is the human impact on the natural process

above. Human activities have increased the quantities of greenhouse gases in the
atmosphere which has enhanced (not in a good way) the natural greenhouse effect.
Increased greenhouse gases = increased atmospheric temperatures.
- CO2 is the most important GG and contributes about 60% of the net warming
- Most CO2 comes from burning fossil fuels in industry and power stations
- Deforestation increases CO2 in the atmosphere (by reducing the sink but also releasing
CO2)
- Farming, mining, landfill and sewage treatment are producing methane which is a more
powerful GG than CO2.
- Finally, non-natural GG such as halocarbons are much more powerful compared to CO2
and are also having a huge affect on global temperatures.

Managing Climate Change
Two main approaches to management:
A. Mitigation involves dealing with the root causes
and reducing GGs in the atmosphere.
B. Adaptation involves finding ways to adapt to live with the impacts and consequences of climate change.
A. Mitigation Strategies:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Alternative Energy such as solar, wind and tidal are
sustainable and reduce emissions of GGs into the atmosphere
Carbon Capture Technology catches the CO2 before it is
released – it is then compressed and stored underground
Afforestation or planting trees increases CO2 removal from
the atmosphere. Threes produce more moisture creating
clouds which reduce incoming solar radiation too.
International Agreements can help reduce GG emissions. The
Paris Agreement (2015) was the first legally binding climate
deal – aiming to limit warming globally to 1.5oC.

B. Adaptation Strategies:
1.
2.
3.

Agricultural Changes involve using different species of plants/animals to
cope with drought or other extremes of weather. Farmers also educated to
better use water resources, plant shade trees or different cropping patterns.
Reducing risk from sea level rise involves constructing sea walls/defences,
restoring natural mangrove forests along the coast, building/raising houses
on stilts or relocating vulnerable people to new areas/islands.
Water Management Strategies can help cope with changing climate – more
efficient (and less wasteful) irrigation schemes, recycling water (grey water),
storing water during the rainy season for use during the dry season and
using crops/plants which require less water than previous species.
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Waves Basics:

Formation: Wind blows over sea, friction causes ripples, continues to form waves.
Fetch is the name for the distance of uninterrupted sea/ocean over which wind can blow to
make waves (longer the fetch = bigger the waves).
Tsunami’s are different – waves created by water displacement due to EQ or landslide.
Waves change when they reach the shallow coast - friction with sea bed, slows down, topples.
Two types of wave. Constructive often form a long way out, are common in summer and ‘spill’
– they have a strong swash which construct the beach. Destructive waves form due to local
storms (often in winter) and they ‘crash’ - have a strong backwash and destroy the beach.
Weathering is the breakdown or the rocks at the coast (3 main types of weathering):
Physical (mechanical): Freeze-thaw – water in cracks freezes, expands, rock breaks off
Chemical: Carbonation – acidic rainfall reacts with alkaline rocks (eg chalk/limestone)
Biological: Plant roots grow and expand in rock cracks or animals burrow in weak rocks
Mass Movement is the downward movement of rock/clay due to the force of gravity.
3 main types: rockfalls; landslides; mudflows; rotation slip/slumps.
Erosion is the removal of weathered material: Solution (dissolve), Corrasion (scrape), Abrasion
(sandpaper), Attrition (collide) and Hydraulic Action (power). These types occur due to waves
at the cliff foot. We also have erosion due to Sub-Aerial Processes (wind, rain and running
water) which affects the cliff face.
Transport is the movement of coastal sediment: Solution (dissolved), Suspension (held up),
Saltation (hopping) and Traction (rolled). Longshore Drift is the overall movement of sediment
along the coastline due to wave action (zig-zag, swash/backwash pattern).
Deposition sediment is laid down on sea bed. Happens in a low energy environment (think
snow globe!). There are two main types (gravity settling and flocculation).

Coastal Management helps protect people, property and infrastructure from coastal erosion

and flooding. However, coastal management can be expensive and the benefits must outweigh the
costs. There are three main options for managing the coast:
Hard Engineering – uses artificial structures to protect the coastline: can be very expensive, have a
big impact on the environment BUT work fast and effectively (see below).
Soft Engineering – involves methods that work with natural processes and are lower cost BUT may
be less effective especially against bigger storms/erosion events (see below).
Managed Retreat – a controlled retreat of the coastline. Allows natural processes to take place and is
not popular with those affected. With rising sea-levels, this may become more frequently used!

Coastal Landforms – Swanage in Dorset (south coast UK) was our named example/case study.
Two main factors effect the landforms that we find at the coast: Rock Type (some rocks are more resistant that
others – eg granite is harder than sandstone) and Geological Structure (some rocks have more bedding planes,
joints, fissures and cracks which make them easier to erode).
We find two main groups of coastal landforms: Landforms or Erosion and Landforms or Deposition.
Landforms or Erosion
Landforms of Deposition
1.
2.
3.

Caves, arches, stacks and stumps HA or Ab erodes
1.
weaknesses forming a cave, which expands to an arch. SAP
erodes the arch and it collapses leaving a stack then stump.
2.
Headlands and Bays form due to different resistances of rock.
Softer rock erodes faster creating a bay. Deposition then
makes a beach while the headlands take a battering etc.
Wave-cut platforms and cliffs soft rock on top of hard rock is
eroded faster. Notch is created leaving an overhand which
3.
collapses and the cliff retreats. Hard rock beneath is left
behind creating platform visible at low tide.

Remember these are summaries, you need to know
the full process and sequence of formation

Management Case Study: Lyme Regis, Dorset, UK.

What was the problem: Unstable cliffs, powerful waves, coastal
erosion and properties at risk from the sea (erosion and flooding).
What was done: Lyme Regis Environmental Scheme set up in 1990’s
to protect the coast in phases – work was completed in 2015. The
project included the following:
- New seawalls and promenades along the coast
- Cliffs were stabilised using pilings, drainage and vegetation
- Beach extended to absorb the wave energy inc. beach nourishment
- Extension of rock armour to dissipate wave energy and retain beach
- Additional groynes were installed to retain the beach

Beaches are deposited sand and shingle – often found in sheltered bays,
created by constructive waves. High energy coasts leave pebble beaches.
Spits and Bars – a spit is a long finger of sediment extending into the sea or
partly across an estuary. A bar is where a spit extends fully across an
estuary. Long-shore drift carries sediment into the estuary where it is
deposited over time. This continues but cannot make it all the way across if
a river is present. The spit hooks around due to a secondary wind direction.
Dunes form when sand is blown & deposited at the back of the beach. The
build up from small embryo dunes which are stabilised by vegetation as big
yellow dunes. Rotting vegetation adds organic matter to make grey dunes
which eventually are colonised by plants. Ponds in dunes are called slacks.

How successful has it been?: There has been much debate!
Positive outcomes: more tourists due to the better beaches, new
defences have successfully protected properties. Harbour is better
protected. Seafront and harbour businesses are doing well.
Negative outcomes: Increased visitor numbers have led to more traffic
congestion and litter issues. Some people feel the new defences spoil
the landscape. There is concern that the new sea wall/groynes interfere
with the natural processes and cause problems down-drift.

The total cost was over £43 million

Hard and Soft Approaches
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River Basics:

Drainage Basin: The area of land, that
catches the rain that drains into the river:
THINK…basin, watershed, source, estuary,
meander, waterfall, tributary, confluence
etc, etc. Know these definitions.
Long Profile: The way the river profile
changes from source to mouth – think side
view graph, 3 stages – steep at the top and
shallow at the bottom. Upper/Middle/
Lower courses. Landforms in each???
Cross Profile: The shape of the river valley
and channel (a slice at a point). Usually three
different shapes – one each of
upper/middle/lower. Think how the
valley/channel change downstream.

River Landforms: REMEMBER, YOU
NEED TO KNOW THE PROCESS AND
SEQUENCE OF FORMATION:
LANDFORMS OF EROSION:
Interlocking Spurs – river erodes vertically
but no powerful enough to force a
straight/direct route. Instead it winds
around interlocking spurs which stick out
into the valley.
Waterfalls – where the river crosses
different rock types. Softer rock is eroded
faster creating a plunge pool, erosion cuts
back into the rock leading to an overhang
which collapses and leads to waterfall
retreat (headward erosion). This leaves a
gorge downstream.
Gorges – are narrow, steep-sided valleys
found downstream of a waterfall.

LANDFORMS OF DEPOSITION & EROSION:
Meanders and Oxbow Lakes – Meanders are
bends in the river that grow due to erosion
and deposition. The erosion creates a river
cliff and deposition creates a point bar (or
slip off slope). The line of fastest flow (and
most erosion) is the thalweg. Over time, the
neck of the meander closes and breaks
through (often during a flood). This creates a
new direct channel. Now, on the inside of
the new channel, deposition occurs to block
off the old channel creating an oxbow lake.
This lake eventually fills with sediment
and/or dries up to create a meander scar.
Don’t forget that meanders also erode the
side of the valley/edge of the floodplain
(bluff) which continues to make the
floodplain wider over thousands of years.
This is how the floodplain develops and
becomes wider over time.

Weathering of the valley slope and sides is
the breakdown or the rocks at the coast (3
main types of weathering):
Physical (mechanical): Freeze-thaw – water
in cracks freezes, expands, rock breaks off
Chemical: Carbonation – acidic rainfall reacts
with alkaline rocks (eg chalk/limestone)
Biological: Plant roots grow and expand in
rock cracks or animals burrow in weak rocks
River Erosion is the removal of weathered
material: Solution (dissolve), Abrasion
(sandpaper), Attrition (collide) and Hydraulic
Action (power). These types occur due to the
flow of the river. The faster the flow, the
greater the erosion.
River Transport is the movement sediment in
rivers: Solution (dissolved), Suspension
(smallest particles held up in the water),
Saltation (hopping) and Traction (larger
particles rolled on river bed) which happens
more in high flow conditions (floods).
Deposition sediment is laid down on the river
bed. Happens in a low energy environment
(think snow globe!). Deposition happens
where the river loses energy - eg inside of a
meander (point bar) or where the river enters
a lake/the sea to create a delta.
Overall, there is more erosion in the upper
course, erosion and deposition in the middle
course and mostly deposition in the lower
course.
LANDFORMS OF DEPOSITION:
Floodplains – These are wide, flat areas on
either side of the river which start t develop in
the middle course and are well-established in
the lower course of the river. They develop
over longer timescales by the river meandering
and migrating – eroding the sides of the
floodplain (bluffs) and depositing layers of soft
sediment (which are eroded again years later!).
Levees – When a river floods, the heaviest
sediment is dropped either side of the river
channel (because of lower energy there) and
over time this sediment builds up to form
raised mounds on each side of the river.
Coarsest (biggest) sediment is found closest to
the channel and finest slightly further away.
Estuaries – the zone where the river meets the
sea has reduced river energy so deposition
occurs rapidly. Mudflats form as sediment is
deposited and over time these can be
colonised by plants to form salt-marshes.
This area is tidal and at the point where river
water (fresh) meets salty seawater, brackish
water is created.

RIVER FLOODING:

A flood occurs when the river channel can’t hold
all of the water being delivered to it. Flooding in
the UK is most frequent during winter and
especially after long periods of heavy rainfall.
Sudden floods, or flash flooding, can occur due to
exceptionally heavy and intense rain storms or
rapid snowmelt. Both physical and human factors
can contribute to flooding and increase flood risk:

Flood Management helps protect people, property and infrastructure from flooding.

However, it can be expensive and the benefits must outweigh the costs. There are two main
approaches to flood management:
Hard Engineering – uses artificial structures to reduce flood risk: can be very expensive, have
a big environmental impact BUT work fast/effectively (see below):

Flood Hydrographs show how a river

reacts to rainfall. The graph shows rainfall and
river discharge (cumecs). The lag time shows
how quickly the rainfall is transferred to the
river channel. Short lag time means an
increased risk of flooding. Various factors
affect the shape of the hydrograph including:
- Basin size
- Relief of land
- Drainage Density
- Soil Moisture
- Rock type
- Land-use
- Rainfall intensity
- Deforestation
- Antecedent conditions

Soft Engineering – uses methods that work with natural processes and are lower cost BUT
may be less effective, especially against bigger flood events (see below):

Management Case Study: Banbury, UK

Where: 50km north of Oxford. Population 45,000,
Town is built on floodplain of the River Cherwell.
Why is Management needed?: Long history of
flooding and in 1998 floods causes £12.5 million of
damage including road/railway closures, homes
and businesses flooded. This happed again in 2007.
What was done?: in 2012 the flood defence
scheme was completed. This included:
- 3km of earth embankment at 4.5m high
- Flood storage (washlands) upstream of Banbury
- Main roads have been raised up on embankments

- Flow can be controlled using dams/channels to reduce the amount of water entering
Banbury centre by sending it to storage areas until the flood threat has passed.
Was is successful?: YES!! Economic: the cost of the scheme was £18.5 million but it
protects 400 houses and 70 businesses valued at over £100 million. Social: the raised
roads now stay open avoiding disruption, new green areas have improved quality of life
and people are less anxious about flooding now. Environmental: new habitats have
been created in the washland storage areas and afforestation has also taken place.

Landforms Case Study: River Tees, north-east England

Where: NE England with source in Pennine Hills. It flows east to enter the North Sea in Middlesbrough.
Upper Course: V-shaped valleys, interlocking spurs and a very famous waterfall – High Force – which is 20m high with an extensive gorge.
Lower Course: Flat and low-lying, the Tees has very extensive meanders with oxbow lakes and meanders scars. There are also wide floodplains
and natural levees. Close to Middlesbrough, there are huge mudflats/saltmarshes which include the world famous Seal Sands & RSPB Saltholme.
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Population in the UK

The world is becoming increasingly urban…especially in LICs/NEEs
Population remained steady for thousands of years, but recently it has accelerated.
Population has grown exponentially (bigger it gets, faster it grows). The most rapid
growth has been in the last 50 years.
Urbanisation is the growth of the proportion of people living in urban areas. This is
happening due to migration and natural increase.
In LICs urban population in growing fastest, but urban population is around 20%.
However, the growth in urban population is HUGE and rising, especially in African
countries and in India and China. In HICs the urban population is around 60%, but is
falling as some people wish to move out of the city and into rural areas.
Spontaneous settlements are built in LICs and NEEs on cheap land using simple
materials. Often they have poor sanitation and no water/electricity.
Migration may be forced or voluntary, temporary or permanent, and operate on a
variety of scales. Push and pull factors are important.
In LICs we have seen a huge rural to urban shift. Reasons why…
- Push factors are those things pushing people away from the rural areas – drought,
low-paid jobs, lack of land, poverty and isolation.
- Pull factors are things which attract people to the urban areas – jobs, housing,
medical facilities, education and leisure.
People move because they want to improve their quality of life – but when they
arrive things are often not as good as they imagine and they may have to settle in
the spontaneous settlements.

Megacities: are cities with a population of over 10 million people. There
will be 50 megacities by 2050, whilst there were only 28 in 2015. This
increase will almost all be in LICs and NEEs. There are three types of
megacity: slow growing, growing and rapid growing.

Case Study in a LIC or NEE – MUMBAI, INDIA.

The population in the UK is stable (though growing very slowly)
The population is unevenly distributed – 82% live in urban areas.
A quarter of UK urban dwellers live in London and the south-east of England
Many highland regions are sparsely populated. Upland areas can have harsh
weather and are poorly connected

Major UK Case Study: Birmingham

Birmingham has a population of just over 1 million people and is the
UK’s second city. It’s locally, regionally and internationally important.

As the capital, London is the administrative centre and a global city
The Welsh, Scottish and Northern Ireland capitals are also well-populated.
Birmingham’s growth was based on manufacturing and industrial innovation.
Ports such as Liverpool and Bristol grew around shipping trade.
During the industrial revolution, major cities grew up close to raw materials –
Glasgow, Newcastle, Manchester, Leeds, Swansea and Birmingham.

In the future, we may see continued growth in the SE of England. Migrants often
tend to settle in the larger cities. We have also seen an urban-rural shift as older
Birmingham has 60,000 students in five major universities. It is rated
people look to leave the cities and move to rural areas.
in the top 15 best cities to live in Europe and is home to around
31,000 companies creating a wealth of job opportunities. £13 billion
is due to be spent on infrastructure in the next 10 years. It is home to many small/medium size enterprises – some are at the cutting edge of technology.
.
Opportunities: Transport Hub: Rail – the city is at the centre of the UK rail network and Grand Central has recently been redeveloped. Air – 9 million customers
used Birmingham airport in 2014 and planned growth would allow 18 million customers. The runway extension now allows the largest aircraft and direct
routes now include flights to China, South America, Africa and west coast USA.
Migration: B’ham is one of the most culturally diverse cities in the UK – the population is drawn from 187 nations! The age profile is one of the youngest in
Europe. Internal migration is also high with may people from within the UK moving to B’ham. The diverse mix is represented by a number of faiths and cultures
– Jewish and Polish communities were attracted after the wars, then people from the Caribbean and India moved to B’ham and many more members from
Commonwealth countries. This has led to a wonderfully diverse, multi-cultural community which has added to the prosperity of the city.
Other Opportunities: Integrated Transport System – 20 year plan to create a fully integrated transport system – coordinating air, road, rail, bus and tram as
well as promoting cycle routes and urban walkways. Environmental Opportunities – Making B’ham Green – urban greening is a priority to increase the green
space including afforestation/urban greenways, green roofs/walls, blue corridors along canals and rivers and developing parks and outdoor spaces.

Context: Located in Maharashtra state on west coast of India. Rapid growth in last 50 years. City now spreads north and east
and is a sprawling urban area of 23 million people. Growth driven by rural to urban shift – this migration is at a rate of 1
person per minute! Average age of migrant is 21 years old and the main reason for migrating is ‘economic’. Mumbai is a vital
city for employment and trade. In 2014 Mumbai had the most TNCs of any Asian city. It is a major transport hub (air and sea).
Opportunities: employment – manufacturing, electronics, jewellery and textiles. Jobs are better paid that average. Education
and healthcare in Mumbai is better that surrounding areas. Good community spirit in the poorer residential areas. There is a
huge labour force available for growth due to the high migration rates. Dharavi is a thriving community which has great
community support, jobs and industry. It now needs better infrastructure – water, energy, roads, education and healthcare.
The recycling operation is amazing. It is estimated that Dharavi supports 16,000 small factories and jobs for 250,000 people!
Challenges: Include: better management of spontaneous settlement – housing is poor, unplanned and overcrowded. Need
for clean water, sanitation and legal energy – this is linked to illness and disease. Access to health and education – needs to
be improved. Managing environmental issues – dealing with the huge amount of human and industrial waste has created
huge problems in terms of air and water pollution. The scale of the challenge is huge, but growth needs careful management.
Solutions: Mumbai slum resettlement scheme: people living in the slums have been moved to different areas of permanent
housing with sanitation, water and electricity. While a success – this is not popular with all residents who don’t want to move.
Mumbai slum sanitation project: aims to improve sanitation for up to 1 millions people. 300 community toilet blocks have
been built with over 5000 toilets. These have clean water and proper sewage facilities and are separate for men/women.
Incremental Housing Strategies: aim to empower local people to take steps to improve their homes including rights to their
land, better roofs and building materials and decorating rooms etc. Mumbai slum electrification project: has enabled areas
to have legal and safe electrical power to homes. A recent project allowed 10,000 homes to have upgraded electricity.

Challenges: Urban deprivation and poor quality of life – there are significant differences across the city and this
needs to be addressed. Environmental Challenges – there are many brownfield sites that need to be developed. In
addition, there are too many greenfield sites which are being used, threatening greenbelt land. Waste Disposal – in
2015 only 30% of B’ham’s waste was recycled, to improve the council has set up Household Waste Recycling Centres
along with Energy Recovery Facilities to convert waste to electricity through incineration. Urban Sprawl – is a major
issue on the urban-rural fringe – as is the growth or commuter settlements in the rural areas around B’ham.
Solutions: Urban regeneration schemes included The Longbridge Redevelopment Plan which has seen the former
largest car factory in the world be developed into 2000 homes (various areas and types for a range of ages), a
technology park, new town centre, college and learning facility as well as large industrial and distribution buildings.
The redevelopment and regeneration of the CBD includes Grand Central, Bull Ring, Brindley Place and Canalside
which has provided huge improvements in retail, leisure and office accommodation/facilities. The redevelopment of
the jewellery Quarter and other regions of the inner city areas have also dramatically improved the urban landscape.

Sustainable Living: Freiburg, Germany. Cities can tackle the problems of energy, water and food

consumption and waste disposal and traffic congestion. Freiburg is a fantastic case study of a sustainable city.
1. Reducing landfill by recycling, using a biogas digester for organic waste and creating energy from incineration.
2. Social planning involving locals to invest in renewable energy and give rewards for composting green waste.
3. Economic planning which asks locals to work in eco-friendly jobs and environmental businesses eg solar energy.
4. Water conservation eg rainwater harvesting from roofs, reusing grey water, permeable pavements, green roofs.
5. Energy conservation F’burg has strict energy policy – renewable sources, efficient and energy saving technology.
6. Green space 40% is forested, open space priority, afforestation, wetlands protected – creates clean air/water.
7. Integrated transport low cost pub transport, 70% live within 500m of tram, restricted car parking/access to city.
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Development changes over time.

What is Development?

Development is the positive change that makes things better for people and their country. It means that
people’s standard of living and quality of life will improve. The Development Gap is the difference in
the standard of living between the world’s riches (HICs) and poorest (LICs) countries.
Measuring development is not as easy as we may think. We can use statistics but there are problems of
reliability when trying to use statistics to work out development levels.
Gross National Income (GNI) is the total value of goods and services produced by a country. This
includes money earned from and paid to other countries. It’s basically how much money a county has in
a year. It is often expressed per person (or per capita).
Human Development Index (HDI) looks at three measures (life expectancy, GNI and education) to
calculate a score between 0 and 1 – the most developed being closer to 1. A good way of remembering
the three parts of HDI is to remember ‘Healthy, Wealthy and Wise’! HDI is a reliable indicator as it uses
several measures rather than just one.
Birth Rate is a useful indicator and is reliable – the more developed a country is, the fewer births each
woman has. They marry later & have fewer births. Education of girls/women is key to reducing birth rate.
Death Rate looks at the number of deaths per 1000 of the population. Is less reliable as an indicator as
there can be many reasons for changes to death rate. A high death rate could indicate poorer medical
facilities, poor diet or poor education – therefore usually less developed (LIC).
Infant Mortality Rate is the number of infant deaths before the age of 1 (or sometimes 5). This also is a
good measure of the healthcare in a country and therefore development.
Using one indicator alone can be very problematic but using a range can work well. That is why HDI works
well. We also need to be aware that data could be out of date or unreliable for a variety of reasons:
governments may give false data, may only show one aspect or area and not give a complete picture.

The Demographic Transition Model (DTM) shows
how birth rate, death rate and total population
change over time. This then links to five different
stages of development.
Population Pyramids show the proportion of
different genders/ages in a population. A wide base
indicates a high birth rate, narrow base shows a low
birth rate. Taller and wider middles/tops show a
higher life expectancy.
The Dependency Ratio is the proportion of
dependants (0-16 and 65+) compared to the working
age group (16-65). The lower the ratio the more
workers there are to support the dependants. A
higher dependency ratio creates problems because
there are fewer workers to pay taxes to support the
very young and very old.

Examples:

None

Afghanistan

Nigeria

USA

Japan/Germany

Uneven development leads to inequalities of wealth and health

There is a clear imbalance between rich and poor this means than some counties have lower levels of development and
a poorer quality of life than others. This is sometimes referred to as standard of living.
There are disparities in wealth – in 2014 the fastest growth of wealth was in North America. Of the NEEs, China has the
highest growth rates since 2000. Africa’s share of wealth is the lowest of all – just 1% of global wealth.
We also see significant disparities in health. Development is closely linked to health – poorer countries often have little
or no formal healthcare.

The Causes of Uneven Development:
There are physical, economic and historical causes of uneven development.
Economic – trade:
Physical:
- Landlocked countries cannot use the sea for
trade/transport which reduced growth.
- Climate-related diseases and pests affect
the number of people that can work
- Extreme weather events can slow
development and be costly to repair
- Lack of clean water resources can affect
farming and the health of a population which
reduces the progress a country can make

- Rich countries pay very little to LICs for raw
materials so the poorer countries don’t make as
much money.
- There is a plentiful supply of most raw materials
so prices stay low.
- Processing of raw materials takes place in HICs
so they make all the money and get richer
- As a result of the above trade, rich countries get
richer and the poorer countries are less able to
develop.

Historical:

- Most of the wealth created during the colonial
period (1650-1950) went to the European
powers. This made them very rich at the
expense of poorer countries.
- Since the 1950s many of the colonies have
gained independence. This has been a difficult
process which has included wars and power
struggles which has held back development.
- In recent history some attempts have been
made to help the poorer countries but the HICs
still want to look after themselves.

Migration is the movement of people from place to place. It can be voluntary or forced, temporary or permanent or
national or international. Common causes of migration include poverty, conflict, political persecution or for family reasons. Don’t
forget those push and pull factors in this part – they are useful in this topic. The main reason however is for someone to improve
the quality of life for themselves and/or their family. You should be aware of the following terms:
Immigrant – someone moving into a country. Emigrant – someone moving out of a country.
Economic migrant – someone who moves voluntarily to seek a better life – usually for a better paid job.
Refugee – a person forced to move from their country – often as a result of war or natural disaster.
Displaced person – a person forced to move but stays within their own country.
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Debt Relief

Many poor countries borrowed money to develop but this has led to a debt crisis. Lots of
countries not cannot even afford to pay the interest of the huge debt they owe to rich
countries. These countries are HIPCs – highly indebted poor countries. There has been
‘people pressure’ to reduce or write off the debt that is owed e.g. www.dropthedebt.org.
Debt relief has helped poorer countries develop and the money saved has been used for
development projects including healthcare, education and infrastructure.
Corruption has not helped poorer countries though as corrupt governments keep money
for themselves or spend it poorly.

Industrial Development and Microfinance

Helping industry develop brings employment, better paid jobs and higher
incomes. Industry requires better infrastructure (road, rail, communications,
water supply and sewerage) which benefits everyone.
The population becomes better educated and healthier which brings more taxes
to aid further development, which in turn attracts more industry and business –
this circular improvement process is called the multiplier effect.
Malaysia is a good example of this growth in wealth due to industrial
development. It has used foreign investment (from overseas companies and
governments) to exploit natural resources and develop the manufacturing sector.
Microfinance is small-scale financial support which is available from banks set up
specially to help the poor. Microfinance loans enable individuals, families or small
community groups to set up small businesses. The Grameen Bank in Bangladesh
sets up projects including family textile businesses, small hydro-electric projects
and even mobile phone communication projects.

Aid

Aid is when a country or NGO (non-governmental organisation) donates
resources to another country to help it develop or improve people’s lives. For
example, in 2013 the UK gave Pakistan £338million to help with education and
reduce hunger/poverty. Oxfam provides goats for poor families which allows
them to drink milk and produce butter/meat to eat. They can sell the young goats
to make money and the waste products can be used as fertiliser on the land!
Aid can be for rapid response to emergencies or natural disasters or for helping
with long-term development goals like education, healthcare or sustainability.
Aid can take various forms: money, technology, emergency supplies, medication
or specialist services like teachers, doctors or engineers. Aid makes it possible to
reduce the development gap by: enabling countries to improve infrastructure,
help with education and healthcare for local communities and improve the quality
of life for inhabitants. Only long-term and truly ‘free’ aid can really help to address
the development gap.

Tourism

Particular landscapes, beaches and wildlife can provide fabulous tourist destinations. This can lead to huge
investment and increased income from abroad to help develop education, infrastructure and housing. This
can be really positive but in a recession can leave the locations vulnerable if they rely too much on tourism.
Focus on Jamaica: Tourism has really helped Jamaica develop but here have been negative impacts as well as
positive effects. Economy – In 2014 tourism contributed 24% of Jamaica’s GNI which was over US$2billion to
help the economy. Infrastructure – The north coast has had much investment in roads and rail but some
areas remain isolated. Quality of Life – those who have benefited from tourism in the north have a good quality of life. However, there
are still many poorer areas with inadequate access to water, healthcare and education. The Environment- has benefitted due to
conservation projects and some ecotourism starting to happen. However, mass tourism creates issues with waste and emissions.
Employment – tourism provides 200,000 jobs in total, which helps boost the economy but many of the jobs are low-paid and seasonal.

THE DEVELOPMENT
GAP

Clearly there is a gap
between the richest and
poorest people on earth
(see last week’s revision
sheet for more info!).
Many people would argue
that the gap is actually
getting wider…
So what can be done???

Is Trade Fair? – Free Trade – Fair Trade

Rich countries protect their trade by using two main systems:
1. Tariffs are taxes paid on imports making imported items more expensive
than local ones (hoping that people buy locally).
2. Quotas are limits on the quantity of goods that can be imported - again
encouraging people to buy products from their own country.
The EU charges 15% import tariff on chocolate, but no tariff on raw cocoa
beans. Therefore Ghana is forced to export cheaper raw cocoa rather than
make more money by making and selling the chocolate itself. This is NOT fair.
Free Trade is when countries don’t charge tariffs or have quotas – this can
help the world’s poorest countries to sell their products. Subsidies are a
barrier to free trade – rich countries pay subsidies to their farmers making
products cheaper than those produced by poor countries which hinders
development in the poor country.
Poor countries can help themselves by joining a trading group which may
encourage trade between members and allow them to demand a higher price
for the product – helping them develop.
Fair Trade is an international movement that sets standards for trade and
helps ensure producers in poor countries get a fair deal:
The farmer gets a fair price for the crop/product, farming is
environmentally friendly and sustainable, the product gains
a stronger position in the global market and part of the
profit is invested in local community development projects.

Investment

Many richer countries and TNCs (Trans-National
Corporations) invest money or expertise in LICs to
help them develop by providing employment and
income.
Chinese companies have invested billions in Africa
including projects such as power stations in
Zimbabwe and railway construction in Sudan.
There are benefits for both the giving and receiving
countries but some people think that China is
exploiting Africa’s resources.

Intermediate Technology

This is sometimes called appropriate technology because it is appropriate to the
area that it is being placed in and appropriate to the needs, skills and wealth of
the local people. Often it takes the form of small-scale projects.
A great example of intermediate/appropriate technology is the hand-dug well and
pump. The pump provides clean water but is simple to be set up, used and
repaired by local people using simple equipment and knowledge.
In Adis Nifas in Ethiopia a simple small dam was built by local people which
provides year round water supply, uses local building materials, provided
employment for locals and irrigated land to provide food for local communities.
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Where is Nigeria? How is it important?

Located in West Africa, Nigeria is in the Gulf of Guinea in sub-Saharan Africa. It is a classic
example of a newly emerging economy (NEE).
Nigeria is important globally and regionally. Globally, it is the world’s 21st largest
economy, supplies 2.7% of the world’s oil and has a diverse economy based on financial
services, telecommunications and media. Regionally, it is one of the fastest growing
economies on Africa, the highest African GDP, the biggest African population and has
huge potential despite problems with corruption and lack of infrastructure.

Political, Social, Cultural & Environmental Context

Political context: during the colonial period, Europeans exploited Africa’s
resources and people. The British ruled Nigeria but it became independent in
1960. Instability followed and corruption was a problem. Since 1999 the
government has been stable and Nigeria is starting to grow economically due to
investment.
Social context: Nigeria is a multi-cultural and multi-faith country which is a
strength but also leads to conflict. Recent tension between the Christian south
and Islamic north has led to issues which may hold Nigeria back.
Cultural context: Nigeria has a vibrant music industry and the Nigeria cinema
business is known as Nollywood. In addition the Nigeria football team has had
success and is of great pride to the country.
Environmental context: The natural environments are controlled by increasing
rainfall from north to south. The north is semi-desert before grasslands take over
as you move south. There is a high plateau in the middle of the country and lush
tropical rainforest in the southern areas due to the high rainfall values.

Political Links, Trading Partners and the Economy

After independence, Nigeria remained part of the British commonwealth but is
also a leading member of African political and economic groups as well as
international organisations.
It is a member of: OPEC (Organisation or Petroleum Exporting Countries),
ECOWAS (Economic Community of West African States, CEN-SAD (Community of
Sahel-Saharan States), African Union and of course the United Nations.
Nigeria trades with countries and groups from around the world in all inhabited
continents. Main imports are: petrol from the EU/USA, cars from Brazil and
telephones from China. Main exports are: oil, gas, cocoa, rubber and cotton – oils
is by far the dominant export – but Nigeria need to ensure that they don’t overrely on oil exports because this leaves them vulnerable.
Nigeria used to rely on agriculture but its economy has become more balanced
with an equal split between primary, secondary and tertiary industries.
Manufacturing has really grown in Nigeria and this means that raw materials can
be processed and sold, making the country much more money. Manufacturing
jobs give people regular income, create jobs in supporting industries and more
taxes create more money for the government to aid development. These knockon effects of manufacturing are known as the multiplier effect.

The Effect of Economic Growth on the Environment

Rapid economic growth brings benefits but can also have a negative impact on the environment.
Industrial Growth - In Kano and Lagos industrial pollutants go directly into the water channels. They are harmful to humans and
ecosystems. Air pollution from industry causes respiratory problems and heart issues for local people. Nearly 80% of Nigeria’s forests
have been destroyed through factors such as agriculture, urban growth and industrial development.
Commercial farming - creates pollution due to the application of fertiliser and pesticides which can be washed off in to streams and
rivers. Deforestation has happened as farmers clear the forest to create fields to grow crops.
Urban growth - has led to many problems including what to do with all the waste that if created. Also, traffic congestion leads to high
levels of pollution and health issues.
Mining and oil extraction – tin mining leads to soil erosion which pollutes and blocks streams/rivers. Chemicals are also used in mining
which adds to the pollution of rivers. Oils spills do the same but can also cause fires which add to air pollution and can create acid rain.

NIGERIA

The role of Transnational Corporations (TNCs)

A TNC is a large company that operates in several countries. A TNC usually has
headquarters in a HIC with production plants in LICs where costs are lower to
increase the profit for the TNC.
1. Advantages of TNCs for the host country include:
Employment and development of new skills for local people
Better infrastructure and education for locals
Supporting industries benefit from more orders
Export taxes and revenues help the host country develop
2. Disadvantages of TNCs for the host country are:
Poor pay for local workers and no sick pay or holidays
Working conditions can be very poor and unregulated
The top jobs are often for foreign employees
Most of the profits are sent abroad to the home country of the TNC
Unilever is an Anglo-Dutch TNC which employs 15000 people in Nigeria. It has
promoted improvements in healthcare, education and water supply for its
employees.

Newly Emerging Economy

Shell Oil is one of the world’s largest oil companies and has taken oil from the
river Niger delta since 1958. It provides major contributions to Nigeria in taxes
and employs 65,000 people directly as well as creates over 250,000 jobs in
supporting industries. However, Oil spills have caused water pollution
affecting agriculture and fishing industries. The industry has also created air
pollution.

Aid in Nigeria

Aid can be provided by individuals, groups, charities,
NGOs and governments. It can be in two forms:
emergency and developmental.
Specific types of aid include bilateral, short-term, longterm, tied, voluntary and multilateral.
Aid has benefitted Nigeria in many ways. The most
successful aid projects are community based and
empower the local community.
Examples include Nets for Life which educates on
malaria prevention and distributes mosquito nets.

Quality of Life – is all well?

Overall, Nigeria has seen quality of life and standard of living improve over time:
There is/are: better infrastructure, more access to safe water, more disposable
income, better diets, improved healthcare, improved access to education, reliable
energy supply and better paid jobs. Development has improved Quality of Life.
A good indicator of development is HDI and Nigeria has seen a significant increase
in HDI in the last 15 years.
Not all people have seem this improvement though and many people remain poor
– 60% live in poverty. The gap between rich and poor in Nigeria has actually got
wider. Also, Nigeria’s dependence on oil may create problems in the future.
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How has the UK economy changed?

Environmental Impacts of Industry

Most people worked in primary jobs in the 1800s until the industrial revolution when machines
replaced humans in many jobs so secondary industries dominated. Over time, machines were
replaced by robots and/or manufacturing jobs went overseas where production costs were
lower (the global shift). This led to a growth in tertiary jobs (selling and services) as people had
more money that ever before to buy or do things. Finally we have seen a growth in quaternary
jobs which involve research, media and IT support services. Clearly, there has been a big
change in the UKs employment structure over time.

Manufacturing plants can look very dull and cause visual pollution. Processes
and waste products can cause all sorts of pollution of the air, soil and water.
Manufacturing could be more sustainable by taking care in design to reduce
the visual impact, to reduce harmful emissions and impose heavy fines on
any companies that do not follow the above laws/regulations.
Quarrying in the UK can destroy natural habitats, pollute water courses and
scar landscapes. To make quarrying mire sustainable we can: control blasting
times, reduce dust on lorries, recycle rocks and reduce land-use and restore
the quarry when complete or even improve the site to make a nature reserve.

Two key things have led to this change: 1. Deindustrialisation: industrial jobs have been lost
because machines and technology has replaced people and other countries have been able to
produce cheaper goods because costs are lower (eg pay, health and safety and pollution laws).
2. Globalisation: is the growth and spread of ideas around the world. Greater trade and
cheaper imports have meant that the UK manufacturing sector has reduced dramatically.

Government Policies have also influence what has happened to the UK economy:

1945-1979 – state run businesses were common which were supported financially by the
government at that time. There were not always profitable and money was wasted.
1979-2010 – state run industries were sold and privatised to private companies. Many older
industries were closed down. New private companies brought change/innovation.
2010 onwards – government wanted to ‘rebalance’ the economy so we didn’t rely too heavily
on service industries. This included better transport, more investment into high quality
manufacturing and encouraging global firms and TNCs to locate in the UK.

Post-Industrial Economy

After manufacturing declined n the UK, it had to be replaced by the growth of the service
and quaternary sectors. This has happened since the 1970s when manufacturing started to
decline. The UK started to develop:
1. Information Technology – this is a key sector for the UK and 1.3 million work in this area.
The UK is one of the worlds leading digital economies and a hub for global communications.
2. Service Industry and Finance – services contribute nearly 80% of the UKs GDP and is
actually the world’s leading centre for financial services – which contributes 10% of UK.
3. Research - requires highly qualified people and is often located close to major
universities in the UK. It contributes £3billion to the UK economy and is seen as one of the
UKs main growth areas in the future.

Rural Areas of Growth and Decline…
Population Growth – South Cambridgeshire:
Changes – growing population from Cambridge and further
afield. The propirtion of over-65s is increasing.
Social Effects – 80% car ownership leads to congestion on
narrow country roads. Housing developments on edges of
village reduce community spirit. Young locals cannot afford
housing as prices have gone up due to demand.
Economic Effects – employment goes down as farmers sell
land for housing. No affordable housing for locals. Increased
population puts pressure on services (eg doctors, schools, etc)
Population Decline – the Outer Hebrides, Scotland:
Changes – population has declined by 50% I the last 100 years.
With limited employment, young people have moved away.
Social Effects – schools have closed as fewer young people so
less children being born. An increasingly elderly population
with fewer younger people to support them.
Economic Effects – Services are closing and small farms are
shutting down. Tourism has increased buy this is seasonal only
and the current infrastructure cannot support the numbers.

Torr Quarry in Somerset was out case study and successfully shows how
quarries can be economically profitable but also provide a wildlife reserve
and a useful visitor attraction for local people after restoration.

Changing Transport

The government has announced their ‘Road Investment Strategy’ to improve
road transport and create jobs in construction but also to boost local
economies by helping companies set up in areas other than London.
Railway improvements have also been started including the HS2 link but also
the trans-Pennine railway improvements and London’s Crossrail services.
Britain's ports are also being redeveloped to encourage passengers for
tourism but also to promote trade through the UKs major ports. Bristol,
Felixstowe and Liverpool have all seen improvements. The Liverpool2
container terminal is a huge development for the UK shipping trade.
Air travel continues to rise and the UK is developing London’s Heathrow
airport However, it is controversial and it will bring costs as well as benefits.

The North-South Divide in the UK

In general the south-east (including London) of the UK has a longer life
expectancy and has higher personal incomes. Reasons for this are complex
but during the industrial revolution the industries away from the SE of
England declined whilst the SE of the UK developed rapidly due to the fast
growing service sector and the international importance of London.
Local Enterprise Partnerships (LEPs) and Enterprise Zones (EZs) have nee set
up to try to boost local economies outside of the SE of England.

The UK’s links to the wider world…

Trade The UK’s most important trading partner is the EU. At the moment, goods can be traded without tariffs in the EU but this may change soon!
The USA has been an historic trading partner and may become more important when we leave the EU. Trade with China has also increased, The
UK is hoping that trade agreements can now be established with many more countries now that we are leaving the EU. Time will tell...
Transport London Heathrow is one of the biggest and busiest airports in the world. The Channel Tunnel and UK ports provide transport links.
Electronic Communications 99% of global internet traffic passes through the UK and the submarine Atlantic high-power cables. Connections
are dominated by traffic between the UK and USA but a new link between the UK and Japan called Arctic Fibre is being established.
UK Culture is a global phenomenon. Mainly because of the global importance of English language, TV, music, books and film are shown and used
all over the world. Britain’s unique multi-cultural society is world-renowned.
EU and the Commonwealth while our links with our EU cousins are a little up in the air, we continue to have very string links with the
Commonwealth member states. These include trading and cultural links which remain very important to the UK and it’s partners.
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Ecosystems:

Tropical Rainforests

An ecosystem is a complete natural system made up of plants, animals and the
environment. Ecosystems occur at different scales - global ecosystems are biomes.
Within an ecosystem there are complex links between living (biotic) factors (eg
plants, animals and fish) and and non-living (abiotic) factors (eg climate, soil and
light). You should be aware of the following: Producers: convert energy from the
sun into carbohydrates for growth. Consumers: eat consumers to get energy
creating food chains and food webs. Decomposers (eg fungi, bacteria, worms):
break down dead plant and animal material to return nutrients back to the soil.
These nutrients are then used by plants in a process called nutrient cycling. A
small-scale ecosystem includes the freshwater pond ecosystem we looked at in
class. Natural and human changes can impact an ecosystem:

Tropical rainforests (TRs) are found either side of the equator (between the tropics) where is is warm
and wet through most of the year. There tends not to be distinct seasons in these areas so growth
continues throughout the year. The biodiversity is incredible. The vegetation in TRs is perfectly
adapted with clear layers or stratification. Soils are iron rich but quite infertile because nutrient
cycling is so rapid. Small changes such as deforestation/pollution has serious knock-on effects.
Layering – Shrub and ground layer 0-10m (ferns and young trees, buttress roots), lower canopy 1020m (lianas looking for light!), middle canopy 20-35m (wide leaves and tree crowns to get light, leaves
have drip tips to shed heavy rain) and top canopy 35-50m (‘emergents’ get the most light!).
Deforestation is a key issue: Malaysia is a good case study to refer to. In Malaysia 67% of the land is
covered by RF. Main threats: logging, road building, energy development (HEP), mineral extraction,
urban growth, commercial farming and subsistence farming. Make sure you could talk about and
develop each of these in the exam!
Impacts of deforestation: loss of biodiversity, increased soil erosion by wind and rain, local and global
climate change. Again, be able to discuss each of these impacts in the exam.
Economic gains include: jobs, taxes, transport, HEP, minerals available and plantation products (eg
palm oil). Economic losses include: water pollution, fires create poor air quality, rising temperatures
devastate farming and lead to coastal flooding, plant and animal extinction, reduction in tourism.
Huge rates of destruction globally, with Brazil and Indonesia being highest. However, Brazil is slowing
the rate because the government is cracking down on illegal activities, has conservation areas,
protecting land for indigenous tribes and consumer demand is falling due to awareness.
Why should we protect the RF? biodiversity, climate change, indigenous people, medicines,
resources and water resources and the green lungs of the planet. How can we protect the RF?
Sustainable management approaches include: selective logging on a 30-40 year rotation cycle,
conservation & education, ecotourism and establishing binding international agreements.

Global Ecosystems (biomes)

Hot Deserts (not desserts!)
Biomes are mainly
defined by one
dominant
vegetation type.
They form in belts
usually parallel to
lines of latitude
linked to climate.
Variations occur
due to changes in
temperature and
moisture usually
due to ocean
currents, winds
and the
distribution of
land and sea
(continentality).
We focus on
tropical rainforest
and hot deserts.

Hot deserts are found in a band either side of the equator between 15o - 30o North and South. They are all arid (dry)
and receive less that 250mm of rainfall each year. This is because of sinking air creating high pressure and clear,
cloudless skies. Hot deserts all have very low rainfall, very hot days and very cold nights, sandy or stony landscapes
with very little vegetation, soils are salty due to high evaporation, varied plants and animals which have developed
many adaptations to survive in these harsh conditions eg: Plants have long taproots to reach groundwater, have
spines to stop birds/animals eating them and waxy skin to stop transpiration. Plants are often succulents which
store water in their structure. Animals often live in burrows or are nocturnal to keep cool. Snakes and lizards have
waterproof skin to retain moisture and camels can withstand days without water and have padded feet to spread
the load when walking through sand.
The Thar Desert is located between India and Pakistan and there are many opportunities for development: mineral
extraction, tourism, energy production, farming and irrigation. However, there are also many challenges: water
supply is clearly a problem, the extreme temperatures make it hard to survive for long, accessibility is tough as it is
a vast and barren landscape.
Desertification is the spread of the desert, usually on the borders of existing deserts. It can be due to natural and
human factors including climate change, soil erosion, salinization, overgrazing, cover-cultivation and fuelwood.
Strategies to hold back the desert include water and soil management (managing irrigation carefully), ponding banks
(to help store water), national park status (to protect the landscape from degradation) and afforestation (reduces
soil erosion, and provides shade to reduce evaporation rates).
Appropriate technology can also help which is practical/sustainable and appropriate to the needs of locals. ‘Magic
Stones’ (walls) have reduced desertification, and increased crop yields by up to 50% by trapping water and soil
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